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About Far Out!
Meet Stella Kaufmann
Stella Kaufmann is the 14-year-old hero 
at the heart of our first Imagining The 
Future story, Far Out!, by Lili Wilkinson. 

Stella is a robotics whizz. Alongside 
her in the capsule taking her off 
planet is her brother, Cosmo, her 
mum, and Hadfield, her robotics 
fair-winning project. In fact, Stella 
has won the State Junior Robotics 
Fair three years in a row.

Hadfield is a robotic frog. Stella 
programmed him to move all his limbs, 
hop, and even dance. There’s even 
a speaker inside Hadfield that plays 
Cosmo’s favourite song, ‘Galaxy Vibes’. 

Stella loves nothing more than 
tinkering with her robotics kit, 
building incredible new creations 
that encourage her to learn more 
and discover innovative new ways 
of doing things. One of Stella’s 
favourite things about robotics 
is that she’s never bored. 

The robotics field presents an 
incredibly rewarding career path for 
budding engineers. Every day, newer, 
faster, smarter robots are being 
designed and developed, reshaping 
the way we work in every industry, 
from agriculture to surveillance, 
healthcare to manufacturing.

Career Guides  
for Grown Ups

What does a robotics engineer do?
Robotics engineers design, test, build and implement robotics 
solutions across various industries. Their creations are used in a range 
of applications such as mining, manufacturing, space exploration and 
retail, and they help automate dangerous or mundane tasks. According 
to the job search website Seek, the average salary for a robotics 
engineer is $70k-$90k. Robotics engineers use skills like creativity, 
engineering and problem-solving to create the best possible designs. 

Robotics engineers build robots and develop systems that 
improve the efficiency and safety of a variety of tasks. 

How can you become a robotics engineer?
To become a robotics engineer, here are some things you need to study:

 º Undergraduate degree in engineering, majoring in

 – Mechatronics

 – Robotics

 º Degree in electrical/electronics engineering

 º Degree in mechanical engineering

 º Degree in systems engineering

Most universities in Australia offer engineering degrees. Joining professional 
associations is also recommended to help grow your network, engage 
in ongoing professional development and prepare you for more senior 
roles. Engineers Australia, the Institution of Mechanical Engineers and the 
National Engineers Register are just a few of the associations you can join.

Why should people work in robotics?
Australia’s robotics industry is very strong, and with the expansion 
of Australia’s space industry, it is likely that more opportunities 
within robotics will emerge over coming years. From satellites 
to rovers and even robots designed to explore other planets, 
the future of robotics is exciting and full of possibilities. 
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Next steps 

How to help your child find a 
rewarding, successful career
Imagining what your child’s life and career will look 
like is exciting, but it can also be daunting. You might 
wonder if you’re giving them enough support, or applying 
too much pressure. Maybe you’re worried about 
their exam results, or that their hobbies or passions 
don’t lend themselves to a ‘good’ job or career?

The most important first steps are to allow your child 
to follow their interests and to nurture their strengths. 
Sometimes STEM subjects are dropped because they’re 
‘too hard’. But your child doesn’t need to be the top of 
the class to study STEM, and sticking with a challenging 
subject can mean developing skills like perseverance, 
which future employers will recognise and reward. 

Talk to your child to help them find a 
path towards a great career.

 º Ask them about their interests. 

 º Talk to them about which subjects they 
like, not what subjects they’re good at. 

 º Are there any jobs they think sound interesting? 

 º Do they want to know more about those 
jobs and what people in those roles do?

Studying a STEM subject at university is a great way to start 
a STEM career, but it’s not the only path. There are many 
highly paid, skilled and in-demand careers that your child 
could discover through apprenticeships or traineeships. 
They could start by studying at TAFE, or learning on the job.

STEM skills, pathways and role models
Everybody learns in different ways and at different 
rates. Talk to your child about the value of STEM skills 
across lots of different careers.  You can discuss how 
STEM skills might be used in whatever study or career 
path they currently have in mind. You could also help 
them find role models with interesting and surprising 
careers. Making use of the Future You resources means 
you’re off to a great start! Other resources to use as your 
child grows up include Careers with STEM, the National 
STEM Education Resources Toolkit and The GiST.

And remember, the skills your child will eventually use 
in their career are not always obvious from the start. 

How do they get there?
In high school, sticking with subjects like maths 
and science and choosing STEM electives in years 
11 and 12 is a great way to build STEM skills. These 
subjects can also be studied or the necessary skills 
learned after school, maybe on the job, through an 
apprenticeship, or even through self-directed learning.

To work towards a career in robotics, your child could study:

 º Software design and development

 º Engineering

 º Design and technology

Ask your child’s school for a full list of electives on offer.

Vocational qualifications in STEM tend to be engineering-
related, but your child can also get one in information 
technology (IT), media and games, agriculture or health 
and science. This career pathway is a popular choice. One 
in ten of Australia’s workforce has a vocational certificate 
or diploma in STEM. But if university is on your child’s 
radar, there are various pathways into a STEM degree.

Once upon a time, studying science, technology, 
engineering or mathematics might have limited 
your options to very specific careers. Today, in 
our tech-driven world, sticking with STEM means 
getting skills that will keep the door open to the 
best-paying, most in-demand jobs of the future.
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